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Dear Parents
Earlier this week we heard the very welcome news from the 

Department for Education (DfE) that we are now permitted to 
allow children in all our year groups to return to the Dragon in a 
socially distanced manner before we break up for the summer 
holidays. We are delighted to be able to welcome many of our young 
Dragons back to School, in addition to the Reception, Year 1 and 
Year 6 (C Block) ‘bubble’ classes that have been running for the past 
three weeks, plus the ongoing provision for children of Key Workers. 
I know that the children themselves are extremely excited to have 
the opportunity to reconnect with their friends and teachers.

Just as many young Dragons and parents, 
especially those in A Block, have been hoping 
for the chance to return to School, in our 
virtual assembly this week we considered the 
importance of having hopes and dreams, 
and how these can help to provide a sense of 
direction and purpose. Meanwhile, the 
virtual and physical classrooms have been as 
busy and productive as ever this week. At 
the Pre-Prep, Reception have been designing 
and making butterfly habitats from 
shoeboxes and various media. Their designs 
are extremely imaginative and include 
rainforests, ponds and waterfalls. Maths was 
a little different for Reception this week as 
they embarked upon the Inspire Maths 
scheme in preparation for Year 1. The 
children were excited about having their 
own Practice books, and they tackled their 
first activities with confidence.

Year 1 have had fun exploring the science of 
bubbles. They investigated how to change 
bubble mixture to make it stronger, as well as 
working together to create bubbles within 
bubbles. In ICT, they have been developing 
their touch-typing skills on the keyboard, and 
in Games the children showed great 
determination when practising their throwing 
and catching skills with Ma 
King, before relaxing with some mindful 
yoga. Year 2 are continuing to be detectives 
as they explore the text The Lost Happy 
Endings, and they have been using their 
imagination to look at different character 
perspectives. In particular, our Year 2 children 
have been thinking about why the old woman 
in this story was lacking in the Dragon values 
of Kindness and Respect. This resulted in 
some fascinating and well thought-out back 
stories to describe the old woman’s feelings 

and actions. As scientists, they have discovered 
the work of Alcmaeon of Croton in 480 BC. 
He was an early Greek medical writer and 
philosopher-scientist, who developed the 
theory that the brain is the home of humans’ 
intelligence. As part of their research, our Pre-
Prep Dragons have looked at medical 
inventions over time, and considered why 
washing your hands is so important.

Meanwhile in Maths this week, Year 3 have 
been learning to draw perpendicular lines and 
to recognise that these are all around us 
in everyday life. They have also looked at the 
work of the Dutch painter Piet Mondrian and 
have been challenged to try to create their 
own pictures in his style using perpendicular 
lines. In complete contrast, they have also 
looked at the artwork of Claude Monet and 
the ideas of Impressionism, creating their own 
watercolour painting or collage inspired by his 
work. Year 3 parents were also invited to a 
Zoom chat this week, with our Heads of 
Boarding, Ma and Mr Blencowe, to find out a 
little more about Day Boarding and Flexi-
boarding at the Dragon.

I am very pleased to report that one of our E 
Block Dragons received some exciting news 
this week. Having been encouraged by Mr 
Anderson to enter the Young Writer 
Competition, last week she received a letter 
notifying her that her poem, My Seasons, has 
been chosen for this year’s annual collection 
of anthologies in 2020 Out of this World – 
Around the UK, showcasing young writers’ 
work. This poem was selected out of 15,000 
entries around the UK and this is a really 
superb achievement. We look forward to 
adding a copy of the book to our Library 
when it is published later this year. On a 

similar theme, A Block are taking part in a 
poetry-based internal creative writing 
competition, and the English scholarship sets 
are comparing Shakespeare’s work with Lin 
Manuel-Miranda’s Hamilton.

A new feature on the ‘Dashboard’ this week 
is the ‘Concerts and Performance’ button 
which links directly to the first in a series of up 
and coming concerts. These feature 
performances from the recent Piano Festival 
and other solo items. Please do explore this 
resource and enjoy the musical creativity of 
our Dragons. 

Our fortnightly sporting DUCS challenge is 
generating some highly impressive results. 
You will read more about the virtual ‘Race 
Across the World’ in these pages, as the 
various year groups make their way virtually 
to a succession of increasingly distant 
destinations. There is some way to go for the 
staff who have managed to swim, run and 
cycle their way as far as Venice, but are 
eventually hoping to reach Sydney! These 
challenges are a wonderful way to keep 
children focused on their fitness as well as 
their academic learning, and there have 
been some seriously committed and 
competitive performances.

I do hope that in all the busyness of these 
final weeks of term, you and your families 
are able to find some time for rest, and I look 
forward to the next phase of Dragons 
returning to School, beginning with our  
A Block on Saturday morning. 

With all best wishes

Crispin Hyde-Dunn
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Notices

E BLOCK PLAYGROUND 
This summer, the Dragon is excited to formally announce 
the build of our new E Block playground, generously 
funding by current parents Desmond Shum and Ci Sun.   

“One looks back with appreciation to the brilliant teachers,  
but with gratitude to those who touched our human 
feelings.” Carl Jung 

Over the upcoming summer holidays, what is E Block’s 
current playground, situated at the back of E Block and in 
front of the Dining Hall entrance on Bardwell Road, will be 
wholly transformed into a striking new play area for our 
young Dragons. With musical trails, chalkboards, picnic 
tables, tunnels, a trapezium stage, discovery space frame, 
mini goals and basketball hoops – this revitalised area will be 
jam packed with activities, benches to relax and colourful 
spaces to play! We look forward to the transformation 
beginning at the end of the Summer Term, and welcoming 
our young Dragons back at the start of the Christmas Term 
to make the most of this new play area. 

“The new playground will have such an impact on the daily 
lives of children in Lower School, and it has been so 
wonderful to have been involved in this project. It has been 
planned to provide something of interest for every child. 
From drama and music performance areas to team games 
and areas to catch up with friends, in addition to the 
imaginative play and climbing areas. 

Play is an essential part of children’s development. Along 
with the health benefits that a fun and engaging play 
space offers, the new E Block playground will also be a 
great place to socialise with others, and help build 
relationships, whilst also building self-esteem and 
confidence.”  Bruce Anderson, Head of E Block 
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Notices continued

CHANGEMAKERS
Why not explore the Changemakers Blog on 
FireFly for some suggestions of projects that 
your family can get involved in this week? 
Ideas range from sending a care package to 
an NHS staff member at one of the Oxford 
Hospitals, to ‘Give and Cake’ - an initiative 
by Young Minds charity that encourages you 
to bake a cake and arrange a catch-up with 
friends. There are also some reminders of a 
few positives that can be found, even during 
this difficult time. A link to the blog can be 
found on the Wellbeing page of FireFly. 
Please email Ma King for further information 
or suggestions.

DRAGON WELLBEING
We all recognise that feelings of wellbeing 
are fundamental to our overall health and 
enable us to successfully overcome difficulties 
and achieve what we want out of life. With 
this very much in mind, a team at the Dragon 
set out to create wellbeing newsletters and 
pages on FireFly to support the Dragon 
Community. We have been inundated with 
wonderful tips, advice, resources and ideas 
of how to look after our wellbeing during 
lockdown. From Yoga positions, gardening 
hints and mindful activities, it has proved to be a success among the whole community.  
Please do follow our pages on FireFly for pupils and newsletters sent to parents by email.

Pre-Prep News
LIFE IS COLOUR!
Year 2 have been learning about colour and 
the colour wheel this week, exploring and 
experimenting with primary and secondary 
colours, contrasting colours and shades. They 
have discovered work by the Cornish artist 
Jeremy Annear, which is also inspired by Pablo 
Picasso. They have made their own colour 
decisions based on mood and feeling, and 
have contrasted colours to make eye catching 
masterpieces. 

LE MANS 24 HOURS RACE: VIRTUALLY
Le Mans 24 Hours race was set to take place 
this weekend, but has been postponed until 
September. Instead, they organised a virtual 
race with the real teams in 37 countries.

Freddie’s (Year 3) dream is to race at Le Mans 
and he wanted to race simultaneously with the 
virtual event on his PlayStation4. Last weekend, 
Freddie and his Dad, James, raced from 2pm on 
Saturday until 2pm Sunday, changing driver 
every 45 minutes as per the regulations. They 
had a total of five hours sleep between them, 
completing 284 laps (2,414 miles) at competitive 
speed. Usually there are three drivers (four in the 
virtual race) so this made the race all the more 
challenging. Well done Freddie for showing 
such determination, application and stamina.

ONCE UPON A TIME… 
There’s a whisper down the line at 11.39…

Dr Hyde-Dunn reads T.S. Eliot’s well-known 
poem ‘Skimbleshanks: The Railway Cat’ 
for this week’s Pre-Prep storytime.

https://dragonschool.fireflycloud.net/firefly-training-session/changemakers-page/welcome-to-the-changemakers-blog
https://dragonschool.fireflycloud.net/firefly-training-session/changemakers-page/welcome-to-the-changemakers-blog
https://dragonschool.fireflycloud.net/wellbeing
mailto:changemakers@dragonschool.org
https://dragonschool.fireflycloud.net/wellbeing/
https://www.dragonschool.org/pre-prep-storytime/
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Prep News
DRAGON NECTAR
You’ll be pleased to know that, although we 
haven’t been able to run the Dragon Nectar 
Activity this term, our Dragon bees have not 
been forgotten. Mr Jedrzejowski, our 
beekeeper, has been juggling his role in the 
IT department with looking after the Dragon 
apiary. Last Saturday three new colonies 
arrived at Bardwell Road, all the way from 
Gloucester, bringing the total number of 
active hives up to nine. Several of the hives 
were fitted with new supers – the part of 
the hive used to collect the honey – and the 
bees are happily buzzing around the Dragon 
fields and beyond. Fingers crossed for 
another bumper honey harvest!

A BLOCK CHARITY CHALLENGE
Following 9 years of fundraising for countless incredible causes, our remarkable A Block 
are joining together one last time to complete their final challenge. Help support this 
year’s A Block as they run, cycle, swim and walk round the UK ‘visiting’ sites that they have 
experienced throughout their time at the Dragon, from Pre-Prep all the way to A Block! 
Our young Dragons are looking to cover an impressive 1,597km and are raising money for 
WE Villages’ Water Pillar. Donate to their Virgin Money page here.

In the first 3 days, A Block have covered an impressive 453km!

FUTURE SCHOOLS
We are aware that several senior schools are 
currently running talks, virtual Open Days 
and/or Question and Answer sessions for 
prospective parents. If this would be of 
interest to you, further information can mostly 
be found on the senior school websites, or by 
contacting their Admissions team.

DRAGON QUEST
With the launch of Dragon QUEST fast 
approaching and the inaugural Module of 
activities planned, all parents of current Year 3 
and 4 children have now received further 
correspondence, detailing what the exciting 
new enrichment curriculum has to offer for 
September. From discovering Swahili 
greetings to milking a cow, there really is a 
diverse range of pursuits and experiences to 
embrace and develop. We do hope your child 
is excited about the prospects of taking part 
and planning their own curriculum in order to 
learn new and exciting skills to take with 
them on their Dragon QUEST and beyond. 
#DiscoverDevelopDare

*NEW* VIRTUAL BOOK CLUBS AT THE PREP
Pupils are encouraged to take part in the Library’s virtual book clubs with Ma 
McMeekin. These can be accessed within the Library area of FireFly, under Enrichment. 
The pages for the clubs (A & B Blocks, C & D Blocks, and E Block) include the material 
for discussion and some prompts to get the conversations started. The clubs are running 
in the format of a discussion forum where pupils can post their opinions at leisure. 
We are aiming for enjoyable, lively, and thought-provoking sharing of ideas, in true 
Dragon style. You can find other resources and activities on the Library’s Enrichment 
pages too, including our recommended reading for pleasure booklets and login details 
for the enhanced version of Britannica digital learning.

https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/Team/ABlockCharityEvent
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/Team/ABlockCharityEvent
https://www.wecharity.org/we-villages/
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/Team/ABlockCharityEvent
https://www.dragonschool.org/prep/extra-curricular/dragon-quest/dragon-quest-brochure/
https://dragonschool.fireflycloud.net/library
https://dragonschool.fireflycloud.net/library
https://dragonschool.fireflycloud.net/library
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Prep News continued

NO 14 BOARDING TASTER – YEAR 3
Dear Year 3 Parents,

Rupert and I are the Houseparents of No 14 Bardwell Road, the 
Dragon Day Boarding House for Day Boys and Day Girls in Years 
4-6. Our Day Boarders stay with us on regular nights each week and 
are booked in for the length of a term or half-term. Where space 
allows, we also offer Flexible Boarding (the occasional night booked 
at a week’s notice). We are aware that some of you have already 
expressed an interest in Day and Flexible Boarding and that some of 
you may like to know a little more about what we offer. We would 
usually invite the Year 3 children who might be interested to have tea 
with us at No 14 prior to them starting in Year 4. Sadly, due to the 
current circumstances, we are unable to offer tea or a trial night in 
June this year. However, for those of you who would like to meet us 
and find out a little more about Day Boarding and Flexible Boarding 
in No 14, we warmly invite you and your children to a Zoom call at 
5pm on Friday 19th June. In September we will plan to offer a trial 
night for those in Year 4. 
 
If you would like to attend the Zoom meeting, please let me know 
and I will send you a link. Alternatively, I can share our House 
Handbook with you so that you can get an idea of what No 14 has 
to offer.
 
We look forward to hearing from you.
 
Best wishes,
 
Lucy and Rupert Blencowe

lucy.blencowe@dragonschool.org 

POMPEII PROJECT

For their project work last week, E Block delved 
into the ancient world of Pompeii. They created 
a range of wonderful artwork including 
amphorae, kites (some of which can fly!), 
mosaics and erupting volcanoes. Take a look at 
some of their wonderful work. The children 
used materials they found around their home 
to do this. The academic Dragon values of 
ambition, resilience and determination are 
reflected here. Well done E Block!

Parents of A Block Leavers: over the 
coming weeks there will be various 
parent-organised events for the leavers; 
all the relevant details will be posted on 
Classlist. Please do sign up in order to 
stay informed about what is going on.

https://classlist.com/
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Prep News continued

DUCS LEAGUE – RACE ACROSS THE WORLD
The Dragon community have fully embraced the fortnightly 
DUCS challenge – Race Across the World. Each year group are 
entering their distances when they walk, run, cycle, swim (and 
many more) into www.myvirtualmission.com, to help their 
year group reach their final destination. E and D Block are both 
nearing Paris, as they make their way to their final destinations; 
Madrid and Rome. C Block are crossing through Austria, as they 
make their way to Athens and B Block are going through Croatia 
as they try to reach Mumbai. Dragon staff need to pick up the 
pace, if they are to reach Sydney by next week!

With 7 days to go, we are encouraging all Dragons to get 
involved, get moving and be part of supporting their year group’s 
mission. Follow the FireFly DUCS task for more information and 
follow the guide to help you navigate around My Virtual 
Mission website. Thank you to those that have posted photos 
and comments of their daily activity – it has been wonderful to 
see you out on your bike rides and challenging yourself to get 
outside, even when it’s raining! In true Dragon fashion, we know 
you will use your determination and resilience, and not let 
anything hold you back. With one week to complete your 
mission, which year group will reach their destination first… or 
will your teachers be the first to cross that finish line?

Good luck, Dragons!

PE LIVE
Join Ma Crook (Monday), Mr Went (Tuesday), Ma Baugh 
(Thursday) and Ma King (Friday) for Live PE (Practical) on 
Zoom at 3pm. Before the session, make sure you have a space 
inside or outside, a water bottle and lots of energy! During 
these sessions, we will be looking out to reward those working 
particularly hard with pluses and an email to your tutors. We 
look forward to seeing you soon!

VHC ARTISTS
One of last week’s art tasks was to create art using everyday objects, 
and we were in for a delightful treat with the results. Great imagination, 
humour and creativity were displayed with the montage (pictured) 
showing examples from every year group. Fantastic stuff!

Meanwhile, Middle School pupils used magazines to create colourful 
collages and some paper tube art. The montage (pictured) shows some 
great imagination and determination with some excellent results.

For this week’s D Block art 
lesson, our young Dragons 
were challenged to create a 
piece of work inspired by Andy 
Goldsworthy, the land artist. 
The montage (pictured) shows 
some particularly fine examples 
with some thoughtful and 
colourful responses. 

Well done all! 

Mr Osmond

DRAGON PIANO FESTIVAL  
CONCERTS NOW ONLINE
This term has seen a hugely successful 
Piano Festival take place despite all the 
hurdles faced. We had over 90 children 
take part at all stages of development with 
some truly fine performances. The Piano 
Festival Concerts are now available to 
watch on FireFly for all who are interested. 
To find the concerts scroll down to the bottom of your dashboard to a 
new featured button called ‘Concerts and Performances’. All the 
performances are there to watch.

Many congratulations to all who took part.

http://www.myvirtualmission.com/
http://www.myvirtualmission.com
http://www.myvirtualmission.com
https://dragonschool.box.com/s/zoau1petv6wveg0jvbahz8qp8kv6zi8m
https://dragonschool.fireflycloud.net/music-1/concerts-and-performances
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Prep News continued

CAREERS AND FIRST AID FOR LIFE
Last week we held the first events on  
the Leavers’ Programme, with our A Block 
pupils taking part in some online  
First Aid training, followed by a Q&A  
session with Emma Hammett from “First Aid 
for Life”. Pupils learnt about how to react  
in a variety of emergency situations and  
asked some excellent questions to enhance 
their online learning.

We then spent Friday morning focussing on 
careers and working on writing a first-class 
CV with Anna Morris from First Focus 
Consultants. This encouraged A Block to 
make a good first impression and there were 
further discussions about exploring different 
career paths with the help of some Dragon 
parents and ODs. The children were 
encouraged to think about their own qualities 
and skills, and to consider how these might 
be adapted to different careers in the future.

Amelia Wright (OD 1995) was introduced to 
rowing at the Dragon, and as a child, it soon 
became more than just a hobby. Amelia 
pursued her love for rowing as a career 
through coaching, and as one of the 
founders of the locally acclaimed Oxford 
Junior Rowing Course, has created The 
Oxford Boat Adventure. 

Once a Dragon, Always a Dragon

http://www.firstfocusconsultants.com
http://www.firstfocusconsultants.com
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Once a Dragon, Always a Dragon continued

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH MUSIC COMPETITION
Former Dragon teacher Ario Brunet (OD 2001) is now 
connected to a relatively new international youth music 
competition. Since the lockdown they have taken the 
competition online and are delighted to share this 
opportunity with our young musicians. If you think this 
is of interest please see their website for more detailed 
information. The 2020 Competition brochure can be 
found here.

Deadline for entry: Monday, 3rd August, 2020

VIRTUAL OPEN MORNINGS

Prep – Day Children Saturday, 19th September 2020

Prep – Boarding Children Saturday, 17th October, 2020

To book on to our Virtual Open Morning, or to arrange a video call, you are very welcome to contact us by email 
on admissions@dragonschool.org or by telephone on 01865 315 405/413.

For more information about these, or any other events, please visit our website www.dragonschool.org  
or contact Dragon School, Bardwell Road, Oxford OX2 6SS  •  Tel: 01865 315400  

The Dragon School Trust Ltd is registered as a charity, no. 309676, and as a limited company, no. 524331 at the above address.

#DIGITALDRAGONS
Connect with the Dragon on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter to keep up to 
date with what the Dragon community are getting up to. Tag the Dragon in your 
posts to share with us what you’re up to during lockdown, and use the 
#DigitalDragons.

http://www.newtalentyouthmusic.com
https://www.ayacademy.net/en/competition-2020-brochure/
https://www.dragonschool.org/admissions/open-mornings-visits/
https://www.dragonschool.org/book-a-video-call/
mailto:admissions@dragonschool.org
http://www.dragonschool.org
https://www.instagram.com/dragonschooloxford/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG3slefvqYaTk0oYUD-Xwww%3Freload%3D9
https://www.facebook.com/DragonSchoolOxford
https://www.linkedin.com/uas/login%3Fsession_redirect%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.linkedin.com%252Fcompany%252Fthe-dragon-school-oxford%252Fabout
https://twitter.com/thedragonschool
https://www.instagram.com/dragonschooloxford/
https://www.facebook.com/DragonSchoolOxford
https://twitter.com/thedragonschool
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